Adsorption of conditioning polymers on solid substrates with different charge density.
The adsorption processes of polymers that belong to two different families (neutral hydrophilic polymers and cationic polysaccharide polymers) onto solid surfaces with different charge density have been studied using dissipative quartz crystal microbalance (D-QCM) and ellipsometry. The polymers studied are very frequently used in the cosmetic industry as conditioning agents. The adsorption kinetics of the polymers involves at least two steps. The total adsorbed amount depends on the charge density of the surface for both types of polymers. The comparison of the adsorbed mass on each layer obtained from D-QCM and from ellipsometry has allowed calculating the water content of the layers that reaches high values for the polymers studied. The analysis of D-QCM results also provided information about the shear modulus of the layers, whose values have been found to be typical of a rubber-like polymer system. The main driving force of the adsorption was found to be the energy of the interactions between chains and surface.